Spring Quilt Festival, Edinburgh 2018
Workshop List
These workshops run on each day of the show. Some workshops will overlap so please
check the times when making your choice. Workshops can be booked at the show on a first
come, first served basis. Payment should be made by cash only.
Workshop 1
11.30am - 45 minutes - Free Demonstration (registration essential)
Hand-Look Needle-Turn Effect Appliqué by Machine with Eileen Blood
Eileen will demonstrate how to create appliqué to achieve a hand-look needle-turn finish by using a
sewing machine or ‘in the hoop’ of a domestic embroidery machine as featured in her patterns. No
freezer paper, no hand stitching!
12.30pm - 1 hour - £7.00
Japanese Boro Mini Tote Bag with Susan Briscoe
Start making your own mini tote bag in the Japanese boro ‘rag patchwork’ appliqué technique. Hand
sewing. Suitable for beginners and upwards. Workshop kit includes Japanese cotton foundation
fabric, recycled Japanese cotton and other scraps for the boro appliqué, sashiko thread and sashiko
needle. The finished bag fits most mini tablet computers, or use it as a book bag.
1.45pm - 1 hour - £7.50
Play with Glitter Liners with Vendulka Battais
Would you like a fast and easy way to add a bit of glitter to your textile work? Come and try Marabu
Glitter Liners and colour in a pre-quilted feather or a tree panel.
Workshop 2
11.30am - 1hours - £2.00
Thread Catcher with Hazel Gray (Hazel’s Fabric Craft)
This thread catcher folds away for easy storage and is perfect for taking with you around the home
or to classes or on holiday to catch all those annoying loose threads that you often find yourself
covered in whilst sewing.
12:45pm - 1 hour - £6.50
Stitched & Beaded Scottish Thistle with Helen Nixon (Axholme Quilting)
Stitch and bead this lovely emblem of Scotland. Learn how to complete the fine stitches by hand and
finish it off perfection with beads. This class comes complete with a kit so you will have everything
you need to finish this lovely little picture.
2.00pm - 1 hour - £4.50
Little People with Christine Anderson (Purely Patchwork)
Once you have learnt how to make your first little hanging you can create anyone you like. Make a
single character or string to make as bunting. You will be able to choose from a range of kits to make
at this workshop: princess, a wicked witch, an angel, a fairy, or one for a new baby. You should be
able to finish the character of your choice at the workshop needing only to take it home and iron on
a small piece of bonded fabric over your working at the back.

